Lab Manager in Anzellotti Lab at Boston College

Job overview: We are seeking a Lab Manager for Stefano Anzellotti’s laboratory at Boston College. The candidate will spend approximately half of the time working on administrative tasks, and the remaining time contributing to research. Administrative tasks will include managing IRB protocols, grant applications, the lab website, and the lab’s software and computing facilities (analysis workstations and GPUs). Research tasks will include designing experiments, collecting and analyzing data, and developing computational models. The salary is negotiable depending on experience.

Skills: The candidate should have experience in one or more of the following: behavioral studies, neuroimaging, computer programming, mathematics, and laboratory management. Personal qualities essential for this job include: sense of responsibility, excellent organizational skills, critical thinking, a passion for doing research, and a strong motivation to contribute to progress in our understanding of cognition and its neural foundations.

About the lab: The laboratory studies how humans recognize other people’s identity, their facial expressions and their actions, and how these perceptual representations are used to acquire knowledge about others by observing their behavior in different contexts. To investigate these questions, we use a combination of behavioral studies, neuroimaging, and computational modeling.

To find out more about Prof. Anzellotti’s research, you can read about some of his work here: https://scsb.mit.edu/people/scsb-postdoctoral-fellows/stefano-anzellotti/

If you are interested in this position, please email a cover letter and CV to Stefano Anzellotti: stefano.anzellotti@gmail.com with subject: "lab manager application". Thanks!!